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ABSTRACT     
Mostly, the Indian Farmer follows the traditional 
way of farming. In India, the cultivation pattern 
differs from east to west and from North to South 
depending on geography climatic Variability. 
Mostly, Indian farming depends on rain water 
harvesting. The total agriculture produce also differs 
from East to West and from North to South, 
depending on the Climatic conditions. The total 
output of rain is also different at all over in India, 
depending on the geographical climatic conditions. 
In India, most of the regions have flood related 
situation and at the same time, at other place in 
people have to face situation like draught.  In both 
the situations, Indian farmers have to suffered a lot. 
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INTRODUCTION 
At most of the places in India, farmers depends 

mostly on rain water harvesting and hence majority 
of them cultivate their farm land just for six month 
and for the remaining six month in the year, many 
of them have absolutely no work at all, some of 
them deals with some sort of seasonal business at 
the meslanious level .                                                                                        

 

OBJECTIVES 
(1) To encourage the marginal farmers to 

establish agro process units. 
(2) To encourage the farmers to use barren 

land by using their skill for various 
purpose. 

(3) To stop the migration of farmer to the 
metro cities during off farming season. 

(4) To encourage and to raise the per capita 
income of the family at the rural level by 
establishing small agro based process units 
at the village level. 

(5) The process of establishing agro process 
unit at the village level will be helpful to 
establish rural infra structure. 

(6) Rural economy will be get flourished.  
(7) Banking activities will get enlarged. 
(8) Government will generate some sort of 

taxes, which will raise the government 
earnings. 

(9) Multiple numbers of employment 
opportunities will gets increased both 
directly and indirectly. 

FARM BASED OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SELF EMPLOYMENT  
(1) The concept of Agro-tourism will be get 

implemented at the much better level. 
(2) Opportunities for seasonal fruit cultivation 

and process unit for the same. 
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(3) An opportunity to cultivate various types of 
medicinal plant and their process unit. 

(4) Sale of various forest products directly to the 
consumers, both in the rural and urban 
Sectors. 

(5) To developed the nursery and garden 
maintenance activities. 

(6) Oil extract unit based on paddy, Jatroph 
various type of flower and other herbs. 

(7) Milk produce and milk based process unit 
should be developed.  

(8) Animal bird and cross bird unit progress 
should be established. 

(9)   Fishers programmed should be developed. 
(10) To vender various technical and farming 

service to the marginal farmers. 
(11) To encourage farmers for soil testing 

progress to increase the total agro produce. 
(12) To attract the urban people to come to 

village get start the bullock cart ride, horse, 
camel ride and other rural crafts.  

(13) To developed picnic spots, Bird watching 
point, Hunting points at the city out strict 
etc. 

(14) To get start the sugarcane, cotton process 
unit and the wool process units. 

(15) Encourage sheep farming programs. 
(16) To get remove the soil from the dry ponds 

and lakes. 
(17) Every farmer should be motivated to 

cultivate saga trees, Bamboo cultivation and 
also eucalyptus cultivation. 
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